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	Anonymizing Health Data: Case Studies and Methods to Get You Started, 9781449363079 (1449363075), O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Updated as of August 2014, this practical book will demonstrate proven methods for anonymizing health data to help your organization share meaningful datasets, without exposing patient identity. Leading experts Khaled El Emam and Luk Arbuckle walk you through a risk-based methodology, using case studies from their efforts to de-identify hundreds of datasets.

	
		Clinical data is valuable for research and other types of analytics, but making it anonymous without compromising data quality is tricky. This book demonstrates techniques for handling different data types, based on the authors’ experiences with a maternal-child registry, inpatient discharge abstracts, health insurance claims, electronic medical record databases, and the World Trade Center disaster registry, among others.

		
			Understand different methods for working with cross-sectional and longitudinal datasets
	
			Assess the risk of adversaries who attempt to re-identify patients in anonymized datasets
	
			Reduce the size and complexity of massive datasets without losing key information or jeopardizing privacy
	
			Use methods to anonymize unstructured free-form text data
	
			Minimize the risks inherent in geospatial data, without omitting critical location-based health information
	
			Look at ways to anonymize coding information in health data
	
			Learn the challenge of anonymously linking related datasets
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Microfluidics for Biotechnology (Microelectromechanical Systems)Artech House Publishers, 2005


	Since the concept of the first DNA biochip, biotechnologies have soared, deeply

	changing the world of biology. In fact, they have already had direct implications on

	each of us. Since the very beginning of this science in the 1980s, spectacular

	advances have been made, such as the analysis of the human DNA genome

	sequence, while...

		

Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...

		

SuperFractalsCambridge University Press, 2006
SuperFractals is the long-awaited successor to Fractals Everywhere, in which the power and beauty of Iterated Function Systems were introduced and applied to producing startling and original images that reflect complex structures found for example in nature. This provoked the question of whether there is a deeper connection between topology,...




	

Magento Site Performance OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of Magento to speed up your website


	About This Book

	
		Improve the performance of Magento by more than 70%
	
		Master Magento caching techniques
	
		Using a step-by-step approach, learn how to optimize Magento site performance
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Protecting Oracle Database 12cApress, 2014

	Protecting Oracle Database 12c helps you solve the problem of maximizing the safety, resilience, and security of an Oracle database whilst preserving performance, availability, and integration despite ongoing and new security issues in the software. The book demonstrates, through coded examples, how you can enable the consolidation...


		

Python: Master the Art of Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn all about abstract design patterns and how to implement them in Python 3
	
			Understand the structural, creational, and behavioral Python design patterns
	
			Get to know the context and application of design patterns to solve real-world problems in software...
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